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Selling Travel is the UK’s leading and multi-award-winning monthly
independent travel trade publication
CRUISING SOUTH AMERICA
The author¹s account of a cruise around the coast
of Argentina and Chile plus a round-up of the best
of the rest - South American cruises.
Jeannine Williamson: email editorial@
bmipublishing.co.uk

KOREA
How to sell Korea will look at the country¹s unique
selling points, highlight the top destinations and
attractions, look at what there is to do for different
kinds of clients and how best to put together an
itinerary in the country, from escorted tours to
twin-centres.
Debbie Ward: email editorial@bmipublishing.
co.uk

MALTA
FLORIDA

Six of the best towns or resorts to stay a while in
Malta and Gozo.

How to point your clients in the direction of arts

April Waterston: April.Waterston@bmipublishing.

and culture in the Sunshine State.

co.uk

Jessica Pook: Jessica.pook@bmipublishing.co.uk

SVALBARD

MALDIVES

SPECIAL SECTION: RESPONSIBLE
TRAVEL
WHAT IS RESPONSIBLE TOURISM?
We examine this buzz word in travel and what
exactly it stands for from being sustainable to

While it might not be known as a destination for

How to sell this frozen slice of Norway: from the

travelling with a social conscious. How can agents

action and adventure, the Maldives can certainly

sales hooks to the USPs, what activities there are

ensure they sell more responsible travel and

offer both these in abundance. We look at how to

to tempt travellers and where exactly an itinerary

balance the desire for sustainable holidays with

get the adrenaline racing and test some limits in

could take them to.

other travel trends and challenging budgets.

the Maldives.

Lynn Houghton: email editorial@bmipublishing.

Lauren Jarvis: lauren@dunemedia.co.uk

Lauren Jarvis: lauren@dunemedia.co.uk

co.uk

HELSINKI

THAILAND

ALL-INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS

Uncovering the islands and resorts in the north of

Six of the best tips for selling all-inclusive holidays.

championing sustainable living through everything

the Gulf of Thailand from Koh Samet, the closest

From demonstrating the value for money to

from local menus to forest-themed experiences.

island to Bangkok, to Koh Chang which is one of

dispelling myths about loss of freedom or lack of

Laura Gelder: laura.gelder@bmipublishing.co.uk

Thailand¹s largest islands.

local culture.

Chris Coplans: coplans@gmail.com

Debbie Ward: email editorial@bmipublishing.
co.uk

QATAR
How to spend the best possible 48 hours in this

48 guilt-free hours in the Finnish capital which is

HOLIDAY BY RAIL
A roundup of the best journeys or holidays by rail

MULTI-GENERATIONAL CRUISES

you can take from the UK.
Jessica.pook@bmipublishing.co.uk

compact country, from trips into the desert to

How to sell a cruise which works for the whole

enjoying its Arabian Gulf coastline and top city

family, from grandchildren to grandparents. What

Plus: New product, top five tours that support

attractions ranging from museums to souks.

cruise lines have provisions for multi-generational

communities, sustainable safari in Zambia and

In house: editorial@bmipublishing.co.uk

groups, what rivers or itineraries work and

trekking responsibly in Nepal.

Sara Macefield: sara.macefield@googlemail.

Laura Gelder: laura.gelder@bmipublishing.co.uk

SOUTH PACIFIC

com

A run-down of the top ten islands to send you
clients to in the South Pacific.
In house: editorial@bmipublishing.co.uk
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